
ESSAYS ON MALVOLIO

The Role of Malvolio in Twelfth Night The main storyline in Twelfth Night is love between Cesario, Orsino, Olivia and
later on in the play Sebastian. Malvolio is one of the main sources of humour in Twelfth Night. Malvolio is Oliviaâ€™s
steward and his job is to manage Oliviaâ€™s.

Not with a fool's charm, but my respectable ways and forever-enduring honor. Although these arguments are
reasonably strong, Malvolio is irrefutably the most conspicuous fool. However, Twelfth Night is a mixture of
both romantic comedy and tragedy. Born in in Stratford-upon-Avon in rural northern England, he was the son
of a middle class glove maker. The revenge served to him is extremist and is not an equal reaction to his
behavior. Malvolio's soaring high opinion of himself makes him believe what he wants to, because of this he
misunderstands everything Olivia says. Malvolio who is Olivia's steward is involved with emotional pain
caused by humiliation, which occurs more than once in this play. This is how Feste earns his living, along with
giving other characters shrewd advice. Malvolio's puritan nature and extreme unwillingness to be social with
his peers upsets certain characters more than others. The revenge served to him is extremist and is not an equal
reaction to his behavior. As a result to this they decide to trick him, but however it gets out of hand when they
decide to lock him up and claim that he is mad. Shakespeare, on the other hand, intentionally added the sexual
joke because he wanted to undermine the Puritans. Not only do the characters entertain the audience, but also
educate the audience as they portray mankind avoiding obvious truth. Shakespeare writes from the male point
of view which implies an un-easy split between love and physical charm. Akin to a wrapped up present eager
to be opened, love is the cryptic feeling that motivates young doters to experience this emotion. These ever
changing emotions shape the person and their identity both psychologically and physically. Through their
roles in Twelfth Night and A Streetcar named Desire, Malvolio and Blanche both undergo unrequited love and
downfall but because sympathy is created for Blanche both characters have an opposite effect on the audience
The only people that know of her true identity apart from the sea captain at the very beginning are the
audience. Not only are mistaken identities and disguise evident within the main plot of the play but also in
various other situations. I think we find this funny because Malvolio sees himself as such a 'dignified' man,
and it is almost ironic that such a supposedly 'dignified' man can make himself look so stupid so often.
Malvolio is constantly humiliated and has some of the major elements of a tragic character. One is someone
who acts like a puritan and scolds others when they do not act in the same way, whereas the other is someone
who gets scolded for being clever with his words and for enjoying singing. He employed many specific
examples of foolishness in his comedy titled Twelfth Night. While Malvolio may be considered an outcast to
most of the characters in the play, Olivia shows concern for Malvolio and his well-being It is ironic that this
clothing should contrast with the black attire of a Puritan. In the Elizabethan times this holiday was celebrated
as a festival in which everything was turned upside down, much like the chaotic world of Illyria in theâ€¦. A
person who generally resides in a more hostile environment would be more prone to having negative
emotions, sometimes even in calm or benign situations. I would like to make the story based in today 's
modern culture and play around with how all of the events that took place in Twelfth Nightâ€¦. The main
method which Shakespeare uses to entertain his audience in this particular play is that of two plots, one main
and one a sub-plot, interlocking with each other throughout. His arrival in the play marks the initial ridiculing
of Feste. It has been performed hundreds of times and adapted into a number of modern films. Also, the way
that Malvolio seems humourless actually makes him humorous The main plot of the play follows Viola, a girl
who is rescued from a shipwreck and enters into the service of the Duke Orsino disguised as a man. If
Malvolio wasn't all of these things, than the letter would not have had the desired effect. Malvolio is the
servant of Olivia.


